MISSION R X

7 Reasons your
mission statement
isn’t supporting
your business
... and how to fix it
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IT’S TIME FOR A CHECKUP!
Each time you visit your doctor, the same process
takes place. First they copy your insurance card and
then you flip through some old magazines waiting for
your name to be called. Next, you are brought into a
chilly, little room where a nurse collects information
regarding the reason for your visit and takes your
“vitals.” Heart rate, blood pressure and temperature
are the very first pieces of information collected
about your health situation, regardless of whether
you walk in for your yearly physical or are being
carried in on a stretcher. Not only do those numbers
serve as a benchmark for your on-going care, but
they quickly communicate a lot of information.
They can signal the presence of a serious medical
condition or a chronic disease, indicating both the
extent of the problem and serving as a barometer
as to how much distress the body is in. In addition,
these numbers provide your doctor with reliable
clues that help them track down the underlying
issues. (Charlie Goldberg, M.D., “A Practical Guide
to Clinical Medicine,” University of California, San
Diego, 11 June 2009, the Regents of the University of
California, https://meded.ucsd.edu/clinicalmed/vital.
html - accessed 11 Nov. 2016.)
Similarly, when I’m learning about a new “patient”
(a client organization), I ask the owner and/
or executives a lot of questions designed to
uncover information about their organization’s
health. In order to conduct a thorough exam,
I analyze performance metrics, achievements,
history, structure, leadership, concerns and other
performance indicators. I also spend time examining
the organization’s immune system: its values (what it
sees as important), its mission (larger purpose) and
its vision (a big, bold goal the entire organization
is committed to achieving). These concepts work
together to protect the organization in a variety of
ways (for more on this, go to www.DeltaVstrategies.
com/Resources and download the infographic,
Mission, Vision, Values: Protection from the Storm.).
Examining all this information gives me a good
picture of the overall health of the organization as
well as clear indications as to the systems and organs
that may be compromised.
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Unfortunately, like so many of us who aren’t eating all that well or getting
enough sleep, many organizations are functioning with a compromised
immune system – or none at all. Some organizations developed without
the benefit of values, mission or vision and some have undergone surgery
to have them removed, like an appendix, mistakenly believed to have no
function. Oftentimes, however, one or more of these systems is present
but they have atrophied due to misuse or neglect. More often than not, it
is the mission statement that is in need of medical attention – stat!
Many mission statements are brought to me terribly anemic with
barely enough energy to move and others need to be brought in on
two stretchers, having been constructed with far too many useless
appendages. While there is no doubt in my mind that a mission statement
is one of the most powerful leadership tools out there – I also know it is
also one of the most misunderstood. And even among those who have a
bona fide mission statement, very few use them effectively.
While I have spoken and written extensively about why mission
statements (and vision statements and values) are critical to leadership
and a healthy organization, I’m not going to delve into that topic here
(for an in-depth look at the role mission statements play in healthy
organizations, see Chapter 9 of Updraft: The Aerodynamics of Great
Leadership). Instead, we’re going to expand our understanding of mission
statements by looking at what makes a vibrant, robust and productive
one as well as some of the most common ailments that compromise their
health and usefulness. With all apologies to those we’re going to discuss
and examine, my intent is to show you why one statement works but
another does not, as well as to give you the tools for assessing your own
mission statement (or guide you as you create one). Later on, we’ll revisit
some of our patients and make recommendations as to how they might
be nursed back to health.
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THE ROLE OF THE MISSION STATEMENT
Before we can begin our differential diagnosis, we need a quick review of the mission
statement’s role as well as its anatomy. What do we look for in a mission statement?
First and foremost, a mission statement is inspiring. Its role is to identify the
organization’s larger purpose or higher calling, tapping into people’s passion and desire
to make a difference in that area. It resonates emotionally with people, not rationally,
producing goosebumps for those who connect to the cause. It injects energy into the
organization. (1. It is inspiring.) To do that effectively, mission statements are focused
outward, identifying the impact the organization has on the world or the big-picture
way in which they improve their clients’ lives. (2. It is externally focused.) If you
think of a mission as your organization’s calling, you can see that it is more likely to be a
concept or idea rather than something tangible. This makes it long-lived and allows it to
outlast changes in industries, technologies, economies, etc. (3. It is enduring.)
By defining the organization’s larger purpose, a mission statement provides
direction which helps guide both strategic and day-to-day decision making. Ideally,
it communicates a big-picture perspective about what business we are in while
simultaneously imposing limits (more on this in a minute). (4. It is broad but narrow.)
Lastly, it should be fairly short in stature, written in simple, everyday language. Some of
the best ones I’ve seen are between two and ten words. They are uncomplicated and
easily understandable. (5. It is concise.)
Focusing on the five characteristics just mentioned will help you to more easily
understand what we want from a mission and how to begin assessing them. Without all
five characteristics, a mission’s health will suffer and it will not have the desired impact.

Using a scale from 1 to 5 checks (5 being the
highest), I’m going to score the missions we
discuss on each of the five attributes:
• Is it inspiring?
• Is it externally focused?
• Is it enduring?
• Is it broad but narrow?
• Is it concise?
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Let’s start with a few healthy mission statements. (Note that while these are healthy,
they don’t always get a perfect score and I’ll explain why in the following discussion.)
ANN INC. (parent company of Ann Taylor and a retailer of women’s clothing)
Mission: Our purpose is to inspire and connect with women to put their best
selves forward every day. (http://www.anninc.com/ - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

BECTON, DICKINSON AND COMPANY (a medical technology company)
Mission: Helping all people live healthy lives.
(http://www.bd.com/aboutbd/values/ - accessed 8 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

STARBUCKS
Mission: To inspire and nurture the human spirit – one person, one cup and one
neighborhood at a time
(www.starbucks.com/about-us/company-information/mission-statement - accessed 8 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

EBAY INC.
Mission: Enabling commerce.
(http://investor.ebayinc.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=752191 - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

MONTEREY BAY AQUARIUM
Mission: To inspire conservation of the oceans.
(http://www.montereybayaquarium.org/ - accessed 10 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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All these mission statements are fairly short and concise. They are inspiring in that they
identify the domain where the company wants to make a difference. They are focused
outward, describing not what these organizations do but the impact they want to have
on the world. Notice that you can’t necessarily determine what these companies do,
operationally, from their mission statements. They are, however, intriguing and they
pique our interest, prompting us to ask, “How do you do that?” “Helping all people
live healthy lives” could apply to any number of organizations and the same is true of
the desire to “inspire and connect with women to put their best selves forward every
day.” This contributes to the organization’s long life by giving it a “reason for living” that
outlasts a particular product or service.
At the same time, however, the mission imposes some boundaries that keep us focused
on the area we’ve chosen to impact. Because a mission is more along the lines of an idea
or concept, they can be rather broad – some more so than others. Becton, Dickinson’s
mission “to help all people live healthy lives,” gives them quite a bit of leeway but it does
steer them away from animal and plant health as well as anything that doesn’t support
healthy living. Ann Inc. has numerous ways they could “inspire and connect with women
to put their best selves forward every day” but their mission statement would preclude
them from expanding into men’s clothing and even guides them in the kinds of fashions
and clothing they offer. (This is why both of these mission statements score lower in the
Broad but Narrow category.) Similarly, the Monterey Bay Aquarium wouldn’t pursue an
exhibit on, say the swamps of North America, as that would be outside the boundaries
of inspiring “conservation of the oceans.” This broad yet narrow concept is challenging
to achieve but makes for a great mission that guides decision making and inspires
remarkable levels of performance, contributing to the creation of a strong, healthy
organization.
Hopefully, that has given you a glimpse into what we are looking for in a great mission
statement. Now, like residents doing rounds, let’s take a look at some missions that are
“under the weather” and see what it is that is making them sick.
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REASON #1

Your mission is
not what you do

Let’s start with one of the most common misconceptions about what a mission
statement is. Take a look at:
SAUNAS.COM
Mission: To provide the products and support customers need to achieve the
ultimate sauna experience. (http://saunas.com/about-us/ - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

First of all, statements like this one don’t provide any additional information or guidance
especially since their name pretty well explains their business. At most, this is a run-of-themill 30-second commercial or maybe marketing copy; it doesn’t provide anything in the way
of inspiration. Secondly, by specifying what they do (i.e., selling sauna products), their focus
is internal which doesn’t evoke an emotional response or connection. A dissertation on what
you do and how you do it is not going to produce goosebumps. Your mission is not the place
to get into the mechanics of what you do. It’s the “why” you do it that is inspirational.
Thirdly, while hard to imagine right now, some change in technology or a scientific study
could transform the sauna industry. From where you sit right now, it is probably very
difficult to imagine any industry changing that dramatically, but those who made and
sold encyclopedias, film, phone books, maps, pagers, carburetors, phone booths, land
lines, typewriters, etc., probably thought the same thing. The larger concepts still exist
(i.e., education, capturing memories, finding information, etc.) but the products and
services have changes materially. You will miss the mark by tying yourself to what you do
today – not very enduring.
Next, notice that rather than providing direction, the statement is overly limiting by
confining the company to saunas. In fact, a look at their website reveals that they
already extend beyond saunas, offering steam showers, humidors and wine cellars.
If your mission becomes obsolete every time you add a product line, you are most
definitely on the wrong track.
Focusing on what you do rather than how you want to change the world is a mistake for
any organization but it is particularly damaging for non-profits. Let’s face it, you exist
specifically for the difference you want to make in the world and it is that difference
– the why you do what you do – that touches the hearts of volunteers and donors. By
focusing on what you do, you dramatically reduce the power of your mission because
you dilute the emotional impact of your message. Consider Feeding America, a
wonderful organization, whose website states:
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FEEDING AMERICA
Mission: To feed America’s hungry through a nationwide network of member food
banks and engage our country in the fight to end hunger.
(http://feedingamerica.org - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Not bad but the phrase “through a nationwide network of member food banks” is
unnecessary and mechanical, reducing the level of inspiration. That phrase is also
overly limiting because it restricts them to a specific activity, making the mission broad
but far too narrow. Consider “to feed America’s hungry” or “to end hunger in America”
or some combination) – bingo!
An operational statement doesn’t fill the bill for another reason as well. Your mission
statement helps you differentiate yourself from others in your industry, but a focus
on the operational does just the opposite. The automotive industry provides a great
example of this.
NISSAN
Mission: Nissan provides unique and innovative automotive products and services
that deliver superior measurable values to all stakeholders in alliance with Renault.
(http://www.nissan-global.com/EN/COMPANY/MESSAGE/VISION/ - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

MAZDA
Mission: With passion, pride and speed, we actively communicate with our customers
to deliver insightful automotive products and services that exceed their expectations.
(http://www.mazda.com/contentassets/bf8b6b8db4d14919afc1703f1c06e60e/files_en/sec_01.pdf accessed 8 Dec. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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Even Ferrari and Tesla
condemn themselves to being
“ just car makers.”

FERRARI
Mission: Ferrari's mission remained the same over the years: to build unique sports
cars destined to represent the excellence of Italian cars, whether on the road or on
racing circuit.
(https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ferrari/219977521374659?sk=info - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

TESLA MOTORS INC.
Mission: Tesla Motors designs and sells high-performance, highly efficient electric
sports cars, with no compromises. Tesla Motors cars combine style, acceleration,
and handling with advanced technologies that make them among the quickest and
the most energy-efficient cars on the road.
(http://teslamotorsinc.blogspot.com/2012/02/tesla-motors-inc-mission-statement.html - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

• ••• •

•••••

There’s nothing unique or inspiring here. They are all in the business of selling
automotive products (internally focused) – but we already knew that and so did their
employees. As mission statements, telling us what you do doesn’t accomplish anything.
Now compare the previous automotive missions to Toyota’s Global Vision which conforms
much more to our definition of a mission statement than a vision. (Incidentally, while I
have my own reasons for using the word “mission” for this concept, use whatever you are
comfortable with. It is the existence and use of the concept that is important, not its name.)
TOYOTA
Mission: Toyota will lead the way to the future of mobility, enriching lives around
the world with the safest and most responsible ways of moving people.
(http://www.toyota-global.com/company/vision_philosophy/toyota_global_vision_2020.html accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

This is the only example I found of an automotive company who has a bigger-picture
perspective of the business they are in, above and beyond just designing and
producing automobiles. The statement is inspirational and it identifies the impact
Toyota wants to have on the world (external focus). By being in the business of
“mobility” or “moving people” rather than making automobiles, they communicate
a clear future for their organization that could outlast cars as we know them today
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(enduring) while still providing guidance regarding the business they are in (broad but
narrow). Someday, they may be the largest producer of hovercrafts! (This statement
could be better if it were more concise: “Toyota’s mission is to lead the way to the
future of mobility” or “to discover ways of moving people.”) By focusing on what you
do, you miss the opportunity to differentiate yourself from your competitors, you
shorten your organization’s life span and you run short on inspiration, leaving your
mission gasping for breath.
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REASON #2

Your mission is not
what you are

Closely related to the “what we do” concept is the “what we are” statement.
MGM RESORTS INTERNATIONAL
Mission: MGM Resorts International is the leader in entertainment & hospitality
- a diverse collection of extraordinary people, distinctive brands and best in class
destinations.
(http://www.mgmresorts.com/company/mission-statement.aspx - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

PORTAGE (an engineering and environmental remediation services company)
Mission: Portage is the best-in-class provider of comprehensive engineering and
technical solutions for environmental, infrastructure, and energy projects. We
partner with our clients to create cleaner, safer and sustainable communities.
(http://www.portageinc.com/about/mission.aspx - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

As you can see, stating “what you are” is even less helpful as a mission statement. It
doesn’t provide the inspiration we want because of its internal focus. Once again, we are
tying ourselves to what we do today which reduces the likelihood that the mission will
be enduring. And because these statements have more use as potential marketing copy,
there is a strong tendency to use undefined and ambiguous terms (e.g., leader, best-inclass, largest, biggest, etc.) that say little and provide no concrete guidance or direction.
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REASON #3

Your mission is not
what you want to be

At this point, I hope you are getting a feel for what we are looking for and are starting to
recognize the deficiencies in these statements and why they don’t work.
KROGER (a grocer)
Mission: To be a leader in the distribution and merchandising of food, pharmacy,
health and personal care items, seasonal merchandise, and related products and
services. (http://www.thekrogerco.com/vendors-suppliers - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

ASSURANT (specialty insurance products)
Mission: To be the premier provider of specialized insurance products and related
services in North America and select worldwide markets.
(http://www.assurant.com/inc/assurant/careers/index.html - accessed 25 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

KOHL’S
Mission: To be the leading family-focused, value-oriented specialty department
store offering quality exclusive and national brand merchandise to the customer in
an environment that is convenient, friendly and exciting.
(http://kohlscareers.com/our-culture/ - accessed 11 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

The “when we grow up” approach fails in the same categories as the “what you do”
approach. Once again, we are busy looking inward, leaving us short on inspiration as well
as longevity. Read those again from an outsider’s perspective. They are kind of blah,
blah, blah…Have you ever heard of anybody who didn’t want to be the premier or the
best or the leader (i.e., We strive to be the worst player in our industry?) How is this
different from others in your industry? And once you achieve this goal (i.e., the leader,
the biggest – however you define it), what do you do then? A mission helps to spur
progress but not if there isn’t anything to reach for. And the lack of specifics makes the
statement too vague to use for any kind of guidance. Start type and cross-matching – all
the missions we’ve seen so far are in desperate need of a transfusion to give them life
and energy.
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REASON #4

Your mission is not
your values

AGCO (designers, manufacturers and distributors of agricultural machinery)
Mission: Profitable growth through superior customer service, innovation,
quality and commitment.
(http://www.agcocorp.com/company/vision_mission_values.aspx - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Although I am a huge proponent of corporate values, they don’t belong in your mission
statement for one overarching reason – it confuses the issue. While I’m not necessarily
opposed to combining values and mission, I find it is much easier when these are
conceived as completely separate and discrete statements. Oftentimes, like we see
here, the confusion has resulted in a weak and highly-anemic statement which possesses
none of the characteristics of a mission. Let’s be honest….do you need to explicitly state
that you are working towards “profitable growth through superior customer service”
as opposed to “unprofitable growth through sub-par customer service?” In addition,
it’s not unusual to see a handful of values (i.e., innovation, quality and commitment, in
this case) woven into the alleged mission statement and then a separate list of values or
principles or guiding philosophies. This results in far too many corporate values to be of
use. Keeping these concepts independent of each other makes it more likely that both
of these organizational systems will be functional and healthy.

Corporate values don’t
belong in your mission
statement.
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REASON #5

Your mission is not
your strategy

HERTZ
Mission: To be the lowest cost, highest quality and most customer focused rental
company in every market we serve, creating value for our shareholders.
(https://images.hertz.com/pdfs/VMVWeb.pdf - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

ACME (metal finishing systems)
Mission: To expand and continually improve utilizing quality practices and
employee involvement to manufacture surface finishing systems, for the production
manufacturing industry, both in the domestic and international markets, that result
in customer and employee satisfaction.
(http://www.acmemfg.com/about-acme-3/ - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

We’ll start with hardly inspiring and add that these are internally focused. And, since your
mission statement is supposed to be enduring, having it revolve around your current
strategy makes that just about impossible. It either requires you change your mission
every time you decide to adjust your strategy or it means you must stay the course even
if it is no longer working for you. This approach is far too limiting but in the wrong place.
These examples are so bereft of life they need to be hooked up to a respirator.
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REASON #6

Your mission is not
your shareholders

This concept is going to upset many people but it absolutely must be said – your mission
cannot, under any circumstances, reference your shareholders. If you’ve gotten this far
and are beginning to understand what a mission statement is supposed to do, then this
makes perfect sense. By including your shareholders, you are attempting to motivate
and inspire a group of people (employees) by saying that if they work hard, a bunch of
other people will make more money.
Even if your people share in the profits, this is not enough to inspire consistent, high
levels of performance. A focus on shareholders or profits is the ultimate inward focus
and doesn’t result in long-term engagement. (Having said that, if all this isn’t for you and
you feel you are in business strictly to make money, that is perfectly fine – no judgments
here. My suggestion, then, is simply not to have a mission statement.)
FEDEX
Mission: FedEx Corporation will produce superior financial returns for its
shareowners by providing high value-added logistics, transportation and related
business services through focused operating companies. Customer requirements
will be met in the highest quality manner appropriate to each market segment
served. FedEx will strive to develop mutually rewarding relationships with its
employees, partners and suppliers. Safety will be the first consideration in all
operations. Corporate activities will be conducted to the highest ethical and
professional standards. (http://about.van.fedex.com/mission-strategy-values - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

CPG PRINTING & GRAPHICS
Mission: Everything we do and every decision we make will be for the purpose
of improving service for our customers, making the company more profitable, and
improving the standard of living of our employees.
We are in the business of printing. However, we feel that our company produces
something much larger than ink and toner on paper. Our company produces success.
We take pride in the fact that the products we create help to make your business
more successful. We make every effort to be successful, and recognize that we can
accomplish this only if we can help you be successful.
(http://www.cpg-printing.com/index.iml?mdl=subPage/view.mdl&PAGE_ID=28834 - accessed 24 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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AMEREN (power company)
Mission: To meet our customers’ energy needs in a safe, reliable, efficient and
environmentally responsible manner while enhancing shareholder value.
(https://www.ameren.com/about/values-mission - accessed 20 March 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

In addition to a lack of inspiration or larger purpose, a focus on shareholders and/
or profits is problematic for another reason as well, and all three of these illustrate
this quite clearly. The CPG Printing & Graphics mission talks about a commitment
to “improving service for our customers, making the company more profitable, and
improving the standard of living of our employees.” But increasing profits are often
at odds with improving service and employees’ circumstances. FedEx mentions
the importance of safety (a value) and Ameren talks about safety, reliability and
environmental responsibility, all of which often require investments and decision making
that, at least in the short-term, could reduce profits and shareholder return. From a
guidance perspective, this makes decision making extremely difficult due to conflicts
that can arise between what is best for maximizing profits (i.e., shareholder return) and
what may be best for the organization in the long-term. Such a mixed message doesn’t
support a healthy organization and certainly doesn’t belong in a mission statement.
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REASON #7

Your mission
should actually say
something

Lastly, your mission should actually say something. It should make sense. While this
seems unnecessary to state, there are a plethora of absurd, useless declarations that
serve no purpose whatsoever and are responsible, deservedly so, for much of the
misunderstanding and mocking mission statements receive.
BED BATH & BEYOND
Mission: The Company’s objective is to be a customer’s first choice for products
and services in the categories offered, in the markets in which the Company
operates. The Company’s strategy is to achieve this objective through excellent
customer service, an extensive breadth and depth of assortment, everyday
low prices, and introduction of new merchandising offerings, supported by the
continuous development and improvement of our infrastructure.
(http://www.bedbathandbeyond.com/store/static/CorporateResponsibilityReport - accessed 24 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Bed Bath & Beyond’s mission statement seems like a great example of the expression
“design by committee,” meaning that a number of people contributed but there was
no plan or leadership guiding the effort. You can see several of the ailments we’ve
discussed (i.e., values, strategy, what you want to be, etc.) in conjunction with a number
of appendages that add nothing useful. Did they really need to say they wanted to
be the first choice “in the categories offered, in the markets in which the Company
operates” as opposed to “the categories not offered or markets in which they don’t
operate?” It’s difficult to image this statement serving any purpose whatsoever.
And just when you think it can’t get any worse:
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BARNES & NOBLE
Mission: To operate the best specialty retail business in America, regardless of
the product we sell. Because the product we sell is books, our aspirations must be
consistent with the promise and the ideals of the volumes which line our shelves.
To say that our mission exists independent of the product we sell is to demean the
importance and the distinction of being booksellers.
As booksellers we are determined to be the very best in our business, regardless of
the size, pedigree or inclinations of our competitors. We will continue to bring our
industry nuances of style and approaches to bookselling which are consistent with
our evolving aspirations.
Above all, we expect to be a credit to the communities we serve, a valuable resource
to our customers, and a place where our dedicated booksellers can grow and
prosper. Toward this end we will not only listen to our customers and booksellers
but embrace the idea that the Company is at their service.
(http://beta.barnesandnobleinc.com/our_company/mission/our_mission.html - accessed 8 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

SERIOUSLY, WHAT?

Your mission should be written
in simple, everyday language.
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HEAL YOUR MISSION STATEMENT

Reviving an ailing
mission statement

At this point, we've covered the basics. Many of the so-called mission statements you
will come across, like those we've just seen, suffer from some combination of the seven
ailments we just discussed. Now, let's take a look at some ailing missions and see if we can
nurse them back to health. I'm going to use the existing statements and, when necessary,
the organizations' websites to come up with suggestions that result in a healthier, more
productive mission. Keep in mind that the concept behind the mission ultimately needs to
resonate with the organization's leadership and its people, not with me.

IT’S IN THERE
Like the Feeding America mission we saw earlier, some statements do contain the
mission, we just need to cut out everything that's extraneous. These statements are
on the right track, they just include information that isn't relevant, like what we do, our
values, our strategy or any of the other categories we've just discussed. Scalpel, please.
For instance, earlier we looked at Portage’s “what we are” statement.
PORTAGE (engineering and environmental remediation services company)

Before

Mission: Portage is the best-in-class provider of comprehensive engineering and
technical solutions for environmental, infrastructure, and energy projects. We
partner with our clients to create cleaner, safer and sustainable communities.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

However, if we look a bit closer, there is a healthy, compelling mission in there that hits
all five characteristics.

After

PORTAGE (engineering and environmental remediation services company)
Mission: To create cleaner, safer and sustainable communities.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

We have a very similar situation with Bristol-Meyer Squibb’s mission.
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB

Before

Mission: To discover, develop and deliver innovative medicines that help
patients prevail over serious diseases.
(http://www.bms.com/ourcompany/mission/Pages/default.aspx - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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If we get rid of the “what they do” portion, we are left with a powerful mission.

After

BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB
Mission: To help patients prevail over serious diseases.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Sometimes, an organization has done a great job honing in on their mission, but then
added to it - maybe trying to make different stakeholders happy. Look at:
UL PURESAFETY

Before

Mission: To Empower You – Our workplace health & safety solutions empower
people to protect and promote the well-being of workers, ensure organizational
compliance and peace of mind, and drive measurable business improvements.
(http://www.ul.com/aboutul/our-mission/ - accessed 20 March 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Just a little cutting and we have:

After

UL PURESAFETY
Mission: To protect and promote the well-being of workers.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

As I said earlier, we’re striving to tap into the inspiration that drives the organization. I’m
making an educated guess about what that is, but only the members of the organization
can say for sure. For instance, the United Way’s mission statement has several possibilities.
UNITED WAY

Before

Mission: To improve lives by mobilizing the caring power of communities
around the world to advance the common good.
(https://www.unitedway.org/our-impact/mission - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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“To improve lives” and “to advance the common good” are too broad (and not at all
narrow) to stand on their own. To me, “mobilizing the caring power of communities” is
both powerful and concise. If they felt strongly about the idea of “improving lives,” I would
recommend defining that at least a bit more – maybe “improving the quality of life.”

After

UNITED WAY
Mission: To mobilize the caring power of communities.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

LOOK CLOSELY
Oftentimes, an organization has a mission but has embraced a misunderstanding of
what the mission statement should be and instead has a statement that is a reflection
of one or more of the misconceptions we’ve discussed. In these cases, it’s not unusual to
find a reference to what their mission truly is buried somewhere on the organization’s
website. For instance, while we saw a “what we do,” marketing-type statement from
TESLA MOTORS that talks about designing and selling electric sports cars, a review
of their website reveals that they are working “to accelerate the world’s transition to
electric mobility.” Now that’s a mission!
TESLA MOTORS

Before

Mission: Tesla Motors designs and sells high-performance, highly efficient
electric sports cars, with no compromises. Tesla Motors cars combine style,
acceleration, and handling with advanced technologies that make them
among the quickest and the most energy-efficient cars on the road.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

TESLA MOTORS
After

Mission: To accelerate the world’s transition to electric mobility.
(http://www.teslamotors.com/about - accessed 17 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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Remember when we talked about MGM Resorts International's “what you are”
statement?
MGM RESORTS INTERNATIONAL

Before

Mission: MGM Resorts International is the leader leader in entertainment &
hospitality - a diverse collection of extraordinary people, distinctive brands
and best in class destinations.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

A quick look at the webpage where MGM Resorts International goes on about being
“the leader in entertainment & hospitality….,” reveals a sentence which says, “Working
together, we create partnerships and experiences that engage, entertain and inspire.”
“Creating partnerships” doesn’t measure up when assessed against our five attributes
but once we excise all the “who we are” verbiage, we’re left with “Creating experiences
that engage, entertain and inspire” – bingo.
MGM RESORTS INTERNATIONAL
After

Mission: To create experiences that engage, entertain and inspire.
(http://www.mgmresorts.com/company/mission-statement.aspx - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Earlier we looked at AGCO, whose mission was concise but had little else going for it.
AGCO (designers, manufacturers and distributors of agricultural machinery)
Before

Mission: Profitable growth through superior customer service, innovation,
quality and commitment.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

On their Company page they say, “AGCO is a global leader focused on the design,
manufacture and distribution of agricultural machinery. We support more productive
farming through a full line of tractors, combines, hay tools, sprayers, forage equipment,
tillage, implements, grain storage and protein production systems, as well as related
replacement parts.” Look closely – it’s in there. How about supporting “more productive
farming” or something along those lines? (http://www.agcocorp.com/company/
company.aspx - accessed 24 April 2014)
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After

AGCO (designers, manufacturers and distributors of agricultural machinery)
Mission: Supporting more productive farming.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

GO DEEPER
So many times, the thinking and reflection behind the mission has already been done – it
just got buried inside other thoughts and needs to be liberated. Other times, though,
you need to go deeper, really contemplating and identifying the impact you have or
want to have on the world. Take a look at the mission statement for QuickParts, a
manufacturer of custom parts.
QUICKPARTS
Before

Mission: To make it easy for our customers to buy custom-designed parts
that meet their needs. (http://www.quickparts.com/AboutQuickparts/CompanyValues.aspx accessed 28 April 2014)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

This mission provides a great example of what happens when people feel compelled
to add phrases that are unnecessary. Once again, did they really need to specify that
their customers are looking for parts “that meet their needs” as opposed to parts
that “don’t meet their needs?” However, even if we excise that phrase, this is still too
much of a “what we do” statement; it is rather mechanical and operationally focused.
If we step back and look at what they do from a bigger-picture perspective, concepts
like “empowering creativity and imagination” or “fueling invention” or “supporting
innovation” come to mind.

After

QUICKPARTS
Mission: To support invention and innovation.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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Or how about Red Hawk Fire and Security whose current message focuses more on what
they want to do and how they intend to do it.
RED HAWK

Before

Mission: To make Red Hawk the preferred choice for our customers, our
employees and our investors by continually challenging the status quo.
(http://www.redhawkus.com/about-us/corporate-responsibility/ - accessed 11 Nov. 2016)

Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

Unfortunately, this statement doesn’t really say much of anything and like so many
others whose websites exude passion, commitment and a sincere devotion to their
field, none of this comes across in their current mission. To me, it sounds like they are
committed to “safeguarding physical assets” or something along those lines.

After

RED HAWK
Mission: Safeguarding physical assets.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

And finally, let’s revisit Saunas.com whose stated mission is “to provide the products and
support customers need to achieve the ultimate sauna experience.”
SAUNAS.COM
Before

Mission: To provide the products and support customers need to achieve the
ultimate sauna experience.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

We saw on their website they have already expanded past saunas to steam showers,
humidors and wine cellars. Maybe their true calling has something to do with “promoting
enjoyment and relaxation.” Now there’s a mission I can get behind.

After

SAUNAS.COM
Mission: Promoting enjoyment and relaxation.
Inspiring

External focus

Enduring

Broad but
narrow

Concise

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••

•••••
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YOUR MISSION STATEMENT
Now that you have a better idea of what a healthy mission statement looks like, it’s time
to take a closer look at your mission and see if you can assess its health. Try to be as
objective as you can and refer to the previous examples for comparison.
Your Mission Statement

DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS

YES

No

Does it explain what you do?
Does it talk about the type of organization you are or
what industry you are in?
Does it specify a strategy or what you want "to be?"

Does it discuss values (i.e. how you do things)?
Does it contain language like leader, largest, best-inclass, preferred, etc.?
Does it reference profits or sharholders?

Is it more than 25 words?

The more times you selected “yes,” the more likely it is that your mission statement
could use some medical attention.
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Start by taking out your scalpel and crossing out any section that led you to say “Yes” in
the above exercise. Do you talk about what you do? Cross it out. Do you mention your
values? Cross them out. Do you talk about profit/shareholders? Cross it out. This is no
time to work on your bedside manner; look carefully for any of the seven ailments we’ve
just discussed and excise those phrases – with extreme prejudice.
Now look at what’s left? Revisit some of the mission statements we revived, specifically
Portage, Bristol-Myers Squibb, UL PureSafety and United Way. In these cases, a great
mission statement was there all along but was being suffocated by all that other text.
Or maybe you’re left with the smallest glimmer of an idea or concept that sparks your
thinking about the impact you want to have on the world.
If you find you’ve crossed everything out and you’re left with nothing, you’ll need to
start the process anew, keeping in mind all we’ve discussed. Look at your own marketing
copy and website. Remember how we found great missions hidden inside the copy
on Tesla, MGM Resort International and AGCO’s websites? Think about why you do
what you do – but from a big-picture perspective. What is the difference you want to
make in the world? Why do you do what you do? When do you enjoy your work most?
Why? You’ll need to ponder these types of questions; don’t expect to get the answer
immediately. If you are really serious about this, ask your leadership team and even your
whole organization to think about this question. Done right – this can be very powerful,
injecting energy, enthusiasm and excitement into your entire organization.
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